
It is a good news to you of the trouble with contact failure such as a switch, the volume of every

kind. The people of the trouble think that there is many it by troubles such as a switch, the

volume, but as a result of having made a try of cleaners and protective materials of every kind,

tell it because "Lexpure", "Lextend" got a result having good. After having washed it in Lexpure

well when it uses it, please make contact protection in Lextend by all means. In addition, please

use the Lextend less. The washing of the contact is 1 set of 2 of them by all means.
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CURRENT PRODUCTS
LEXPURE  &  LEXTEND

"Caution of operation"
It avoids the washing of the

heating component, and,

please wash it after going

back up to normal

temperature. There is

inflammability, and, please

do not use it in the

circumferences such as

during electricity and fire,

the spark. It avoids

inhalation of the steam that

you last for long time, and,

please use it with the

ventilation, ventilation.

Please avoid the long-time

contact with the silicone

rubber. Please read a can

label before use by all

means.

Non-Freon
An electronic

equipment cleaner

Electronic equipment
use, dampproofing
Corrosion-proofing,
lubrication protective

texture

It protects an apparatus from corrosion
resistance gas and moisture.
Be superior to water displacement
characteristics and send water of the board
surface. 
It smoothens the desorption (a card edge) of
the board and prevents abrasion of the slide
side.
Voltage endurance 35,000V
Because it is a pole thin oil film, it does not
disturb the electricity of the contact.
It is safe to various plastic of the electronic
equipment, rubber, metal.
Does not contain CFCs, chlorinated
solvents.
Contents: 420ml
The first petroleum: 250ml
fire strict prohibition

LEXTENDLEXPURE

CHEMSEARCH CHEMSEARCH

Lexpure ¥6,000
Lextend ¥6,200

accessory : None

Does not contain CFCs, chlorinated solvents.
After washing, it does not leave a residue at
all.
We do not have to worry about the dew
condensation.
Voltage endurance 35,000V
It is most suitable for cleaning of the screen
of the computer screen.
It OK's the ball cleaning of the mouse.
Time of drying is shortened when it uses the
warm wind such as dryers.
It shows an effect for apparatus panel side
cleaning.
It is 420ml inner capacity
It is 270ml the first petroleum
Fire strict prohibition




